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We’re Working for You! JOIN US TODAY
Brought to you by the Members of AzNA. For more information on the benefits of membership, please visit www.aznurse.org.

NURSE PRIDE
John & Sarah S. are a
proud husband and
wife RN duo, John in
the ICU and Sarah
in the Cath Lab.

Kim A. is a 3-time graduate of
ASU (BSN, MSN, and DNP) and
shows off her DNP designation
wherever she goes.

Do you have a nurse pride license plate you want to share? Send it to info@aznurse.org. You might be on our next front page!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The Power of a Nurse through Advocacy
Advocacy – What does it
mean to you? For some, it is
a politically charged word
that implies politicization
and scheming. For others,
it remains neutral and
unassuming. When our
AzNA lobbyists advocate
for our profession at the
State Capitol, their actions
raise consciousness and
awareness for our rule and
Selina Bliss,
lawmakers. The exchange of
RN
information goes the other
way too, as our lobbyists also keep us informed
as to possible upcoming legislation that could
adversely affect nursing and those we care for.
Our lobbyists also keep track of lawmakers who
are friendly to our profession and would advocate
passing legislation to improve nursing care and
the conditions of those we care for. Although our
lobbyists do a great job, they are not nurses and
depend on us to advise and guide them as well as
meet face to face with our legislators. Here is where
I find that advocacy is innate in nurses.
We are all advocates, whether formally or
informally. For example, I am a paid patient care
advocate, a duty I take seriously as a service to
another to uphold her wishes if she is not able
to care for herself. As a staff nurse, I advocate for
the patients I am assigned to during my shift. As
a volunteer advocate, last January AzNA held RN
Advocacy Day which was followed up by a visit to the
Arizona State Capitol. Over 130 nurses participated
in RN Advocacy Day, which was a great opportunity
to pause and reflect, project, and plan on next
steps, all the while earning continuing nursing
education credits! It is worth taking a moment to
visit www.aznurse.org/advocacy for highlights of
our RN Advocacy Day and our Day at the Capitol.
I believe patient care advocacy is a universal
language we share with our physician and hospital
administrator partners, no matter what our party

Corrections/Clarifications
UNITE Tribal Nursing, January 2019, pg 10
UNITE, which stands for Uniting Nursing
Homes in Tribal Excellence, is a National (not
just in Arizona) nonprofit assisting, training,
and advocating for tribes across the country in
initiating and sustaining their Long-Term Support
Services with special expertise in Nursing Homes
and Assisted Living Facilities. UNITE has quarterly
membership calls and an annual meeting.

affiliation is. We agree to advocate for the patients
we serve in order to protect our patient populations
and provide the best care possible. Since the 2019
Arizona legislative session began in January, AzNA
volunteers and staff have been busy advocating
for Arizona nurses and patients. Hot-off-the-press
legislation that was supported, opposed, or simply
monitored by our Public Policy Committee can be
seen on the AzNA website by clicking the Advocacy
tab and then the link called Bills: The Nurses List.
In the meantime, this year AzNA has worked hard
to advance legislation that expands the scope of
practice for clinical nurse specialists (HB2068) as
well as legislation to provide funding for the health
professionals workforce database (SB1096). The
assault on health care workers bill (HB2503) is
also something nurses are supporting because it
increases the criminal classification of aggravated
assault committed on a health care practitioner
while at work. Our emergency department nurses
who have been assaulted were on board to testify
during the House Health Committee meeting
regarding their experiences at work.
Are you ready to step up to the plate and advocate
for Arizona nurses and patients? The Call for
Nominations has gone out as we look for upcoming
AzNA leaders. For the 2019 Elections we are seeking
AzNA members interested in running for the Board of
Directors, Representatives for the ANA Membership
Assembly, and members for the Bylaws Committee
as well as the Nominations Committee. The terms
begin September 19, 2019 and run through fall 2021
for these positions and committees.
I have to smile to myself when I read our
member surveys. Some say we are too political,
while others say we are not political enough! This I
know, advocacy is critical to protecting our patients
and our profession. If we don’t speak up for those
we care for, who will?! As nurses and healthcare
professionals, it is critical that we are engaged in
the political process and advocate for our patients
and our profession.
Even Florence Nightingale was ahead of her time
when she said “Let whoever is in charge keep this
simple question in her head, not how can I always
do this right thing myself, but how can I provide for
this right thing to be always done (Nightingale, 1859).
I say, be proud of your role and the part that
patient care advocacy plays in advancing the
nursing profession and promoting a healthy
Arizona!
Until next time,
Selina Bliss, PhD, RN, CNE, RN-BC
Nightingale, F. (1859). Notes on nursing: What it is, and
what it is not. Pall Mall: Harrison.

Call for Article Submission
Submit your article or research for publication in AzNA’s quarterly print publication.
The Arizona Nurse is mailed to all 89,000+ RNs in the state.
AzNA welcomes submission of nursing and health related news items and original
articles. We encourage short summaries and brief abstracts for research or scholarly
contributions with an emphasis on application.
To promote inclusion of submitted articles, please review the Article guidelines
available on the AzNA website at www.aznurse.org/Guidelines.
An “article for reprint” may be considered if accompanied by written permission from
the author and/or publisher as needed. Authors do not need to be AzNA members.
Submission of articles constitutes agreement to allow changes made by editorial staff
and publishers. See Article Guidelines for more information.
Submit your article to info@aznurse.org.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
AzNA and AzBN: The Partnership Continues 90 Years Later!
In 2011, I was asked to
write the article below
to celebrate the 90th
anniversary of the Arizona
State Board of Nursing.
In the eight years since I
wrote this article, health
care has emerged as a key
public concern both on the
national and state level.
The Affordable Care Act,
Medicaid expansion and
Robin Schaeffer,
the IOM Report (The Future
RN
of
Nursing)
continues
to influence state level policy. The relationship
between AzNA and AZBN has assured that the
voice of nursing remains front and center while
protecting our Nurse Practice Act. I hope you
enjoy this look back knowing that AzNA has
watched over the profession for 100 years,
establishing a legacy of pride and future of
purpose.
Reprinted with Permission from the Arizona State
Board of Nursing: Nursing Regulatory Journal,
Vol 6 No 2, August 2011, p10
1917-1921
In 1917 most western states had already
organized state nurses associations. Nurses coming
to Arizona from other states felt they needed an
organization to discuss common interests. Between

WANTED:

Pictures and Stories of
Nurses in Arizona History

In the article AzNA and AzBN: The
Partnership Continues 90 Years Later!
Robin Schaeffer shared how important
the collaborative work of the Arizona State
Board of Nursing and the Arizona Nurses
Association has been to the history of
Arizona nursing. At AzNA’s 100th birthday
in September, we want to highlight the
contributions of as many Arizona nurses and
institutions as possible.
We need you to send in pictures and stories
you know of nurses in Arizona’s history.
This photo was taken in 1957 at the
University of Arizona. It shows the first
nursing students enrolled in a baccalaureate
program in the state. It was the beginning of
college-based nursing education in Arizona.
Prior to that all Registered Nurse education
was done by hospital-based programs and
students received little or no college credit.
Historical indeed. Let us know about any
nurse who worked in Arizona the first half of
the 20th century and any Arizona nurse you
believe has made a special contribution to
our profession at any time. Send stories and
pictures to info@aznurse.org.

1917 and 1919, three separate Graduate Nurses
Groups were formed representing Maricopa,
Pima, and Cochise Counties. On December 3, 1919
in Tucson, 42 graduate nurses representing the
three County Groups met and voted to organize
the Arizona State Nurses Association (ASNA). The
main objective of ASNA was to raise the standards
of nursing in Arizona.
In order to fulfill the organization’s main
objective, ASNA officers agreed that a state
registration for qualified nurses was needed.
Between 1919 and 1921 the ASNA legislative
committee worked on preparing the Nurse Practice
Act. The Nurse Practice Act Bill was presented
to the State Legislature and nurses from around
the state were asked to contact their legislators
urging them to pass the bill. On the last day of the
legislative session in June 1921, the bill was still not
passed so ASNA took action!
Edith Snowden, Chairman of ASNA’s Committee
on Legislation, with some of her committee
members went to the Legislative Chambers to
see what could be done. Miss Snowden said in
an interview “We went into the balcony with bags
of peanuts, jelly beans and popcorn to ward off
the pangs of hunger. We sent word down to the
Chairman of the Legislature that we were prepared
to stay until our Bill was passed. The legislators
looked in our direction several times to see if we
meant what we said. Finally, at 2 AM the Bill was
passed!” (Shields, 1970).
The first Arizona Nurse Practice Act became
law on June 9, 1921. On June 14, 1921, the Arizona
State Board of Nurse Examiners was organized in
Governor Campbell’s office at the Capitol Building
in Phoenix. Because the newly organized State
Board of Nurse Examiners had no money, the
ASNA Board of Directors voted to charge each
ASNA member $2.00 to defray expenses for initial
equipment such as a typewriter.
1921-1969
Between 1921 and 1969, Nurse Practice Act
amendments (as needed) were written by the
ASNA Committee on Legislation with assistance
from the Executive Secretary of the State Board of
Nursing who was an advisor to ASNA’s committee
on legislation. Once the amendments were
written, they were approved by the ASNA Board
of Directors and the General Assembly before

they were presented to the Legislature. According
to ASNA historical data, ASNA absorbed the cost
of necessary legal counsel and public relations
because “a nurse practice act protects nurses as
well as the public” (Shields, 1970).
1970-2011
In the early 1970s, Arizona state offices and
various organizations multiplied and not only the
nurses, but the public became confused among all
the state names. Because ASNA was a nonprofit
organization and not a state agency, the ASNA
Board of Directors in 1973 approved removing
the word “state” and change the name to Arizona
Nurses Association (AzNA).
In the last few decades ethical and legal concerns
have focused the roles of professional associations
and the public responsibilities of regulatory boards.
AzNA is the principal voice of nursing in the state
on issues as varied as workplace advocacy, scope
of practice, and professional growth. It has also
actively sought to engage policy makers to expand
access to healthcare for all Arizonans. Throughout
their 90-year relationship, the Arizona State
Board of Nursing and AzNA have worked closely
on issues related to nursing practice. During the
ongoing revisions to the Nurse Practice Act, AzNA
continues to collaborate with AzBN to ensure that
the public is protected and that nursing practice
is enhanced. AzNA has worked with AzBN to
provide clarity by requesting Advisory Opinions.
In addition, many AzNA members have served
in various AzBN Board appointed positions
throughout history.
AzNA congratulates the Arizona State Board of
Nursing on their 90 year birthday!
Robin Schaeffer, MSN, RN, CAE started as
the Executive Director of the Arizona Nurses
Association in 2010. She continues to provide
leadership and direction on behalf of the over
3000 RNs who support AzNA’s mission to Advance
the Nursing Profession and Promote a Healthy
Arizona.
References:
Shields, H. White Caps in the Desert, 1970, Arizona
Nurses Association
Miller, B.K., Editor. Arizona Nurses Association: 19702002, A Historical Report.

JOIN A GREAT TEAM
Valley Hospital is a private freestanding
psychiatric hospital specializing in mental health and
chemical dependency care.
Valley Hospital is currently recruiting for Full-Time experienced
night shift Registered Nurses. Previous experience as a
Behavior Health RN preferred. Valley Hospital offers a
competitive salary and a generous benefit package.
For more information or to apply, visit:
www.valleyhospital-phoenix.com or call 602-952-3904

3550 East Pinchot Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85018
Equal Opportunity Employer
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AzNA/AzNF
Calendar of Events

DELIBERATE LIVING
Transitions: Know When to Fold ‘Em
Shawn Harrell, RN
Often, we drift through
life thinking, subconsciously
and incorrectly, that today
will be like yesterday: Go
to work. Pick up the kids.
Shop, eat, sleep. The reality
is that everyday is a transition
to the future; we may just
fail to keep an eye out for
Shawn Harrell,
the signs. Transitions are a
RN
natural part of life. Likely
you are experiencing one or
more changes right now. Some are so sudden we
don’t have much warning, like an accident, a death
in the family, or serious illness. However, many other
transitions send out signals in advance that we may
not be looking for or notice.
The Greek philosopher Heraclitus is credited with
saying, “The only thing that is constant is change.”
There is a curve for learning to manage change, but
expecting change is half the battle. Maybe more than
half. After all, as nurses, we know that assessment and
plan come before intervention.
How can we minimize the disruptions of
transitions? Or as the Gambler might say, how can we
”know when hold ‘em, know when to fold ‘em, know
when to walk away, know when to run?” Well, we
can’t know every time, but we can be better prepared.
We know events like graduations, empty nest, job
change, retirement, finances, change in marital status

We are a Global provider of emergency
medical & travel safety services.
Do you have experience in
any of the following?
• Registered Nurse licensure (Active) in the
State of AZ
• 3 plus years of Nursing experience in ER/ICU
and/or flight nursing
• BLS /ACLS certification

Nurse Positions Available!
• RN • LPN • Student Assigned • Substitute Nurses

www.medaire.com

If you are based in Arizona and passionate
about your career as a medical professional;
we encourage you to explore opportunities
with our growing global team of medical
and professional security services experts.
expert care everywhere

,

Must have authorization to work in U.S. as defined by
the Immigration Reform Act of 1986 and current AZ RN
or LPN license. Great Schedule, Excellent Benefits!
To apply or for more information, please visit our
website at: www.dvusd.org
“A” Rated Pre-K–12 School District

Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) / Chief Clinical Officer (CCO)
Northern Cochise
Community Hospital,
Inc. is a community
based hospital that
services Northern
Cochise County as
well as neighboring
communities in
Southeast Arizona.
NCCH provides health
services as a 24-bed
Critical Access Hospital
with a level IV Trauma,
six-bed ER and includes
two off-site Rural
Health Clinics.

May 6 – May 12, 2019
Nurses Week – 4 Million Reasons to
Celebrate
Visit: NationalNursesWeek.org for more information

May 8, 2019
Nurses4Us: Elevating the Profession!
FREE Webinar
Visit: NationalNursesWeek.org for more information

May 9, 2019
11th Annual Yuma County Nursing
Celebration
Location: The Patio at Desert Hills, Yuma

Saturday, July 27 – Sunday, July 28, 2019
31st Annual Southwestern Regional Nurse
Practitioner Symposium
Location: Sheraton Mesa Hotel at Wrigleyville West, Mesa

Thursday, September 19 –
Friday, September 20, 219
AzNA Centennial Celebration
Location: Wild Horse Pass Hotel & Casino, Chandler

Registration and event information can be
found at www.aznurse.org/events

Phone Triage Nurse

Our investment in you;
• Competitive salary
• Flexible Schedule 3 days work week
– days/nights
• Competitive benefits & Salary
• Generous paid time off
• Tuition reimbursement
• Continuing medical education
• Opportunity to work in a fast paced
positive work environment

– divorce, widowhood, marriage are likely to come
our way. Recognize these events on the horizon and
take action to prepare for them.
Some transitions are more subtle. They come
from within and may begin with a sense of unease,
something being vaguely wrong. For instance, we
believe that we should find purpose in our life and
in our work. But are we asking ourselves if our life
activities or our jobs give us a sense of purpose and
provide meaning for our lives? Or is it easier to drift
along? Yes, it’s easier to drift along, but what good
things will we miss and what rock will we crash into
without thoughtful and deliberate living?
Be deliberate in your inner life. Ask yourself
the important questions. Seek answers to those
questions. Since it is a universal issue, there are
many books and articles written on recognizing and
working through life transitions. In fact, an internet
search of “life transitions” will yield numerous sites
with ideas and strategies to recognize and manage
the change of transitions.
Recently I had one of those “aha” moments about
a personal transition. After six years as Editor of the
Arizona Nurse, I realized it was time for a change
in leadership and time for new activities for me.
For years I enjoyed the process of putting out the
quarterly publication and I believe the publication has
improved over the years. Even though it is a voluntary
non-paid position, making the decision to step down
was more difficult than I expected. However, once
made, I felt immediately at peace with the decision. It
was time to “fold ‘em.”
So, if you are looking for a new experience to bring
meaning and joy to your life, send an email to info@
aznurse.org and let AzNA know you are interested in
serving on the Editorial Board of Arizona Nurse.
Best wishes on your deliberate living journey. Live
with purpose.

NOW HIRING:
Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) /
Chief Clinical Officer (CCO):
BSN required. MSN preferred.
Experience: At least 1 year
of senior level Nursing
Leadership experience as
DON or CNO at a critical
access hospital. Plus 3
years acute care nursing
experience required.

Apply online at

www.ncch.com
901 W. Rex Allen Drive
Willcox, AZ
520-766-6435
Email: Jcochran@ncch.com

Our Mission

We are here to ensure
the people in Willcox
and the communities
we serve have access to
exceptional patient care
that is close to where
they live.

Our Vision

To be your choice for
healthcare, resulting in
healthier communities
for the people in our
District and beyond.

JOIN OUR TEAM!

We are looking for a new member to join our
in-house Workers Comp Phone Care Team.
Current AZ RN license required, bilingual preferred,
$26-$30 per hour, 30 hours weekly, benefits
available! No nights, weekends or holidays!
For more info and to apply today, please visit
http://jobs.ashtontiffany.com
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Spirituality in Nursing:
Assessment and Interventions

We all realize that spirituality is important in all
phases of life and affects how patients face health
issues. However, we don’t always know how to
proceed. Spirituality and religion are closely related
but not the same. Religion incorporates “specific
beliefs, is communal, and external” while spirituality is
“deeply personal and dynamic, evolves over time, and
is influenced by one’s culture, personal experiences,
and religious beliefs” (Finocchiaro, 2016). Spirituality
is encountered in nursing most often in palliative and
end-of-life care. However, you may encounter patients
who desire support or prayers in any setting such as Shannon E. Perry,
RN
before surgery or after a disturbing diagnosis.
It is important to become familiar with a variety
of faith traditions and belief systems. HealthCare Chaplaincy (2014) has an
online a booklet on spiritual and cultural values which contains information
on Western, Eastern, and other religions as well as cultures around the world.
This pdf booklet is a valuable resource to help nurses incorporate spirituality
into their care of patients and can be downloaded free at http://www.
healthcarechaplaincy.org.
Your spiritual health can play a role in improving attitudes toward provision
of spiritual care and caring capabilities. The nurse need not be religious or
even a believer to support the patient. It is important to focus on the patient’s
need and not the nurse’s own, to respect the patient’s views, and to support
the patient’s decisions. As a nurse, you must not attempt to persuade the
patient to agree with your own ideas of spirituality or religion. Always ask
permission before any spiritual intervention.
In health care settings, there may be a chapel, a space for private prayer,
a quiet room for religious services, or visits available with chaplain or
other support personnel. Weddings, baptisms, communion services, ritual
circumcisions, anointing of the sick and other religious expressions can occur
in health care settings. The nurse may be asked to help set up a space for the
ceremony but is not obliged to attend the service.
Religious preference is usually included with demographic information
obtained on initial contact in health care settings. That information can
provide an avenue into assessment questions related to spirituality and
religion which should be included in the assessment. Sample questions
include: “Do you consider yourself to be spiritual or religious? What spiritual
activities are important to you? How would you like me to support your faith
or address your needs?” This type of question can provide information about
preferences or requests for prayers, blessing, counseling, or visits from clergy.
The FICA Spiritual Assessment Tool was developed at George Washington
University Hospital in their Institute for Spirituality & Health. It is a short and
simple guide and is available on a small laminated card to carry in the pocket.
(https://smhs.gwu.edu/gwish/clinical/fica) Under the headings of F—Faith,
Belief, Meaning; I—Importance and Influence; C—Community; and A—
Address/Action in Care, it provides sample assessment questions.
Meeting the spiritual needs of patients is part of your responsibility.
It requires special consideration, but it can be satisfying for the nurse and
therapeutic for the patient and family.
Dr Perry is Professor Emerita, San Francisco State University School of
Nursing
References available on request to info@aznurse.org

RN’s & LPN’s Make a Difference

We currently have immediate openings for licensed RN’s & LPN’s to perform physical
assessments & determine donor suitability for blood plasma donations.
Gilbert, AZ
711 N. Gilbert Rd.
Ph: 602-218-5097
Nogales, AZ
350 N. Grand Court Plaza
Ph: 520-394-7238
Fax: 520-287-2650
Peoria, AZ
9770 W. Peoria Ave
Ph: 623-383-2111
Fax: 623-977-2889

Tempe, AZ
1334 E. Broadway, #102
Ph: 480-968-6139
Fax: 480-921-2789
Tucson, AZ
135 South 4 Avenue
Ph: 520-623-6493
Fax: 520-623-9273
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Letter to the Editor
I ask you take a closer look at the messages being promoted in the
quarterly publication ads.
The ad “Improve children’s diet’s with Nutrient-rich milk”
recommends:
• 3 cups of milk for ages 9 and older. This equals 39 GRAMS of
sugar/day of milk ONLY!
• 2 1/2 cups for ages 4-8. This equals 32 GRAMS
• 2 cups for ages 2-3. Equaling 26 GRAMS
I feel this is an irresponsible recommendation and contributes to the
obesity epidemic we are facing in America. Milk is not the only source
of calcium. The amount of sugar in milk outweighs its benefit. Let us
responsibly educate our patients on all sources of calcium and how to
limit sugar intake for our children.
Thank you,
Meg
Editor Response
Meg,
Thank you for your Letter to the Editor about the Dairy Council
advertisement. Many nurses are concerned about the amount of sugar
consumed by children. They are even concerned about the well-known
food pyramid put out by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion. That pyramid directs
consumers to get most food servings from grains – bread, pasta, cereal,
and rice - and to use fats sparingly. There is abundant research at odds with
that instruction. However, the USDA’s position is the official government
policy and the Dairy Council’s advertisement is consistent with that
position. As such, AzNA is not in a position to deny the Dairy Council’s
right to make the claims in their advertisement. AzNA encourages all
nurses to look for the latest research and make health decisions for
themselves and their families based on their best judgement.
Shawn Harrell, RN, Editor

JOB OPENINGS

Community Health Nurses for
Navajo Public Health Nursing.
Currently hiring (3) Registered Nurses for
(2) locations: Inscription House/Kayenta, Arizona
Full time; M-F 8-5
Excellent benefits
• Major Medical Insurance • 401K
• Paid Holidays
• Relocation Assistance
• Navajo Preference
For more information contact
Ruth White, RN, Acting Director
Navajo Public Health Nursing
ph: 928-697-4033 or email: ruth.white@ihs.gov

Tucson, AZ
4775 South Butterfield Drive,
Suite 175-195
Ph: 520-790-0025
Fax: 520-790-0204

San Luis, AZ
722 N. San Luis Plaza Drive
Ph: 928-504-1114
Tucson, AZ
Fax: 928-722-6697
3757 W. Ina Road, Suite
100/120
Tempe, AZ
Ph: 520-394-7246
1000 E. Broadway
Fax: 520-572-3984
Ph: 480-894-1330
Fax: 480-829-1830

To apply, visit www.cslplasma.com
EOE/DFWP

Apply online

www.dpm.navajo-nsn.gov/apply.html
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Open Positions
Available for
Leadership – Call for
Nominations
AzNA’s Board members oversee the direction
of the association, take responsibility for specific
projects and teams, recruit new members, ensure a
balanced budget, and represent AzNA members at
the American Nurses Association. AzNA’s Board of
Directors is an active board that makes a difference
in our profession.
Board members have been elected annually for
two-year terms. A recent bylaws change requires that
board positions be elected in a staggered fashion. Job
descriptions and additional information are posted at
www.aznurse.org/page/2019Election.
If you wish to run for one of the AzNA Board of
Directors please submit a bio consent to serve form,
available at www.aznurse.org/page/2019Election.
Deadline for submission is July 21, 2019.
The committee is seeking nominations for the
following:
Officer Positions Two Year Term:
President
Secretary
Governmental Affairs Officer
Director-at-Large
AzNA leadership positions provide opportunities
for career advancement as well as being professionally
and personally rewarding. Volunteer to take a seat at
the table.
Nominations Committee: Jason Bradley, Jane
Carrington, Debbie Dyjak, Olivia Holt, & John Risi
board liaison, Heidi Sanborn.

Announcing
Career
Opportunities
You’ve Been
Waiting For!

Now Hiring

Central Arizona Florence Correctional Center - RN
La Palma Correctional Center - RN

New Licensed Graduates Welcome!
Competitive Salary and Pay Based on Experience.
To learn more, please contact:
Cyndy at 615.263.3148
Apply online at jobs.corecivic.com
CoreCivic is a Drug Free Workplace & EOE - M/F/Vets/Disabled.

Surgical Technology Coordinator
Northland Pioneer College is looking for a Surgical
Technology Coordinator that has either the Certified
Surgical Technologist (CST), Certified Surgical First
Assistant (CSFA), or Certified Surgical Technologist/
Certified Surgical First Assistant (CST/CSFA) to provide
oversight and leadership for a new Surgical Technology program within the Division of Nursing and Allied
Health. Focus will be on curriculum implementation,
program administration, supervision of adjunct faculty,
and student and faculty advisement. Teaching includes
instruction of a small group of ten (10) students as well
as individual mentoring and advisement activities. The
Surgical Technology Coordinator is responsible for all
aspects of the program including the organization, administration, continuous review, planning, development
and general effectiveness of classroom and clinical experiences for students enrolled in the Surgical Technology program. Travel to various campuses and sites will
be required for District and college-wide meetings. For
detailed job announcement go to
www.npc.edu EEO/AA

Registration Opens May 1st
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Nursing Specialty: The Forensic Nurse

As a forensic nurse, I started out on call working 12
hour shifts on the weekend. I can still remember my first
examination on my own. It was so exciting, yet stressful.
Although this career is rewarding, intriguing, and
fascinating, it is not like CSI. It is important to recognize
the unique role of the forensic nurse as you may be
called on to explain this role to a friend, family member,
or patient.
The role of the Forensic Nurse Examiner varies
from state to state. In order to become a Forensic
Nurse Examiner (FNE) in Arizona, I was required to
have been an RN for three years, complete 40 hours of
Amber Norton,
SANE (Sex Assault Nurse Examiner) classroom training,
RN
take precepted exams and participate in courtroom
observation. Training involved many aspects of nursing such as: SANE evidencebased practice, definitions and facts about sexual assault, community response,
role and responsibility of a SANE, domestic violence, elder abuse, and identifying
victims of sex trafficking, just to name a few. Over time our role as Sex Assault
Nurse Examiners expanded to include a broader range of patients and we are
now referred to as a Forensic Nurse Examiner (FNE) as opposed to SANE.
The Exam Begins
As a Forensic Nurse Examiner, it is important to ensure that the patient is
comfortable and consents throughout the examination process. Start out
introducing yourself to the patient, discussing the exam, discussing HIPPA and
obtaining consent.
Then, obtain basic medical information such as past medical history, surgeries,
allergies to medication, etc. After a medical history has been obtained, the assault
history is collected; what has happened to the patient that has brought them to
the center for the examination?
The assault history helps to guide the head to toe examination: assessing for
injury, measuring and documenting injuries on a body map, and taking pictures
of any injury.
Sex Assault Examination
A patient has the option of a Sex Assault examination, in which law enforcement
may be involved, or the patient can choose to have a VAWA exam. VAWA
(Violence Against Women Act, 2013) enables a patient/victim of sexual assault
to have a medical forensic examination free of charge. A patient can choose to
involve law enforcement, in which case they should be fully reimbursed. Patients/
victims should never be charged a fee to receive a medical forensic examination.
Sample/evidence collection is also performed as indicated by the patient
assault history. There are various types of samples one might collect during
the examination including a buccal swab, appropriately named the biological
standard, as this assists to identify a person on a DNA level.
Domestic Violence Strangulation Assault Examination
The HonorHealth Forensic Nurse Examiners Unit also provides examinations
to patients that have been involved in a Domestic Violence Strangulation Assault.
Strangulation is noted as intentionally or knowingly impeding the breathing or
circulation of blood to a person by applying external pressure to the throat or
neck.
Consent is obtained much like the Sexual Assault Examination.
For the patient that has been involved in a domestic violence strangulation
injury, documentation differs from the sexual assault examination. It is important
to not only educate the patient, but law enforcement as well; a person can be
strangled yet demonstrate no signs or symptoms of strangulation initially. It may

take as little as ten seconds to render a person unconscious by applying pressure
to the carotid arteries in the neck, depriving a patient of oxygen to the brain
(Strangulation Institute 2011). If pressure continues death can take place within a
few minutes.
Some of the signs and symptoms a person may exhibit include difficulty/pain
with swallowing, sore throat, ringing in the ears, changes in vision, dizziness/
lightheadedness, nausea or vomiting, involuntary urination or defecation and
difficulty breathing.
Aftercare and Discharge
Once the examination is completed, aftercare instructions are provided
to the patient. STI and pregnancy prophylaxis is discussed with the patient if
warranted. Patient safety is discussed as an important part of the discharge plan.
As part of the discharge, it is imperative to ensure the patient has a safe place
to go to upon leaving. A safety plan, strangulation warning signs/symptoms, and
aftercare instructions are provided to the patient both verbally and in writing.
The patient is also provided with a number to call the Forensic Nurses Office for
follow-up photographs. This will assist in a progression of injury that may occur
within the first few days after the assault. Repeat photographs further capture
the progression and changes that will occur during the healing process of the
injuries.
Once the patient has been discharged, samples are dried, and documentation
is completed. The medical forensic kit is sealed, locked in a chain of custody
fridge, and stored to be picked up by law enforcement. It is possible to receive
a subpoena for court: city, superior or federal court. As a Forensic nurse, we
receive courtroom preparation and will also schedule time with a fellow nurse
to assist with courtroom preparation.
What a Rewarding Career
Scottsdale Healthcare, now known as HonorHealth, adopted the SANE
program approximately two decades ago. Due to dedication and resources,
HonorHealth was able to establish advocacy centers enabling Forensic Nurses
to provide care/treatment to victims of trauma in a safe, relaxed atmosphere.
Today, I have been working as a Nurse for 11 years and as a Forensic Nurse for
eight years. What a rewarding career it has been.
Amber Norton, RN, BSN, FNE is a Forensic Nurse at HonorHealth. In 2018,
she spoke at the AzNA Convention serving as a speaker in the “Nurses Are
SuperHeros” Talks series.
References available on request to info@aznurse.org
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Near-Miss Medication Errors Provide a Wake-Up Call

On a typically busy Monday afternoon, healthcare providers hurried to
evaluate, treat, and discharge patients. Then, this happened:
• A medication was prescribed that didn’t make sense for the patient’s
condition. When a nurse questioned the order, she learned it had been
prescribed for the wrong patient.
• A patient with diabetic ketoacidosis was receiving a continuous insulin
infusion through a peripheral venous access, but the status of her
implanted insulin pump hadn’t been addressed. When questioned, the
prescribing physician stated he wasn’t aware that the patient had an
insulin pump.
• A medication was prescribed for a patient with a known allergy to it. The
allergy had been documented in the electronic medical record (EMR).
When the prescription was questioned, it was cancelled.
• The ED pharmacist hand-delivered insulin for a patient who didn’t have
diabetes and whose lab values were normal. The medication had been
prescribed for the wrong patient.
Adverse Drug Events account for nearly 700,000 ED visits and 100,000
hospitalizations each year.1 This article discusses why near-miss medication
errors, such as those mentioned, occur and how they can be avoided.
Risk reduction
The American Nurses Association (ANA) is working to quantify and
describe nurses’ interventions related to medication error prevention by
capturing information about near misses. 3 Based on the results of its survey,
ANA’s recommendations for avoiding errors include the following:
• Employ a system of checks and balances for medication administration,
such as medication dispensing systems that cross reference with the
hospital’s EMR system.
• As part of the checks and balances, ask, ask, and ask again. Question
orders that don’t make sense based on the patient’s clinical condition.
• Maintain an adequate number of appropriately qualified staff.
• Engage the patient and family in the process of care.
• Implement technology, including computerized prescriber order entry
(CPOE) and bar coding.
• Obtain a complete health history and perform a comprehensive physical
assessment.
• Treat patients holistically rather than focusing exclusively on their
presenting complaints.
• Get enough rest.
• Always report near misses.3

THE Indian Health Service….
You belong here!

The Indian Health Service (IHS), offers
nurses extraordinary opportunities
in providing comprehensive care
in culturally rich Native American
Indian and Alaska Native communities
throughout 35 states. IHS nurses fulfill
critical roles ranging from Registered
Nurses to Nurse Specialists to
Advanced Practice positions, in clinics,
hospitals and public health programs.
IHS offers work and life balance in
some of the most beautiful areas of
the country, in communities with
deep traditions, located mainly,
but not exclusively in rural settings.
Whether you are a new graduate
nurse or an experienced nurse looking
for a new challenge, you can find it
with Indian Health Service.
Must be a U.S. Citizen and have a current, active and unrestricted
nursing license from any state in the U.S. or its territories.

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT OUR
NATIVE COMMUNITIES
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES:
• COMPETITIVE SALARY
• RELOCATION ASSISTANCE
• SIGN ON BONUS
(RECRUITMENT INCENTIVE)
• STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT
• FEDERAL EMPLOYEE
HEALTH BENEFITS
• OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT
Please visit us at
www.ihs.gov/nursing/
or contact us by email at:
ihsrecruiters@ihs.gov

What are the 10 rights of drug administration?2
Ten rights
1. Right patient

Nursing considerations
• Have two patient identifiers been used?
• Does the patient know why he or she is receiving
the drug?
2. Right drug
• Is this the prescribed drug or is it a drug with a
similar name?
• If needed, has the drug been checked by another
nurse?
3. Right dosage
• Is the dose appropriate or usual for the drug being
prescribed?
4. Right time
• Has the time gap between each drug
administration been appropriate?
5. Right route
• Is the route appropriate for the drug being
administered?
6. Right to refuse • Should you use your clinical judgment to refuse to
give the drug and do you have the rationale for the
(patient and
nurse)
decision?
• Do you know what actions to take if the patient
refuses the prescribed medication?
7. Right
• What monitoring is required prior to
knowledge
administration?
• Do you know how to prepare and administer the
medication according to policy?
• Do you understand the pharmacokinetics,
pharmacodynamics, possible interactions, adverse
reactions, and expected outcomes of the drugs
you’re administering?
8. Right questions • Is this the right prescription and an appropriate
drug for the patient’s condition?
• Can you access resources such as formularies and
patient-education materials?
9. Right advice
• Does the patient know about the drug’s adverse
reactions?
10. Right response • Do you know the expected response when the
or outcome
drug is administered?
• Do you know how to observe for allergic
reactions, drug interactions, and adverse
reactions, and when to call for assistance?
Shared responsibility
Medication errors result from failures in a complex interconnected
medication-use process in which prescribers, nurses, pharmacists, other
clinical ancillary providers, and administrators all participate.
Nurses should never administer a drug if they don’t know what it’s for,
aren’t able to explain it to the patient, don’t understand the outcome of its
administration, or can’t recognize potential adverse reactions. 2 A multiprofessional, evidence-based approach to medication management is
essential.
Nurses have traditionally learned to follow the five rights of medication
administration: right patient, drug, route, time, and dose. The problem? These
five rights focus only on medication administration at the bedside. Because a
drug’s journey involves far more than what happens at the bedside, the 10 rights
approach is more likely to ensure safe practice throughout the medication
journey, from drug preparation to monitoring outcomes to response. The 10
rights for safe multidisciplinary drug administration provide a benchmark for
good practice. 2 (See “What are the 10 rights of drug administration?”)
Full disclosure of medication errors and transparency in a healthcare
culture wary of lawsuits is difficult but necessary to continuously develop risk
reduction strategies for improved medication safety practices. As a nurse, you
must recognize the complexity of medication management because it may
protect you from being named in a liability lawsuit. Always report a near miss
in order to constantly improve the medication process.
References
1. American Nurses Association. Near misses. 2016. www.nursingworld.org/
MainMenuCategories/ThePracticeofProfessionalNursing/PatientSafetyQuality/
Advocacy/IHCI/GetInvolved/NearMisses.html.
2. AHRQ Patient Safety Network. Patient safety primer: medication errors. 2017.
https://psnet.ahrq.gov/primers/primer/23/medication-errorsNationalPatient
Safety Agency.
3. Edwards S, Axe S. The 10 ‘R’s of safe multidisciplinary drug administration. Nurse
Prescribing. 2015;13(8):398-406.
Adapted from “Near-miss medication errors provide a wake-up call” by Colleen
Claffey, MSN, RN-BC, CEN, CPEN, which originally appeared in the January 2018
issue of Nursing © 2017 Wolters Kluwer Health.
This risk management information was provided by Nurses Service Organization
(NSO), the nation’s largest provider of nurses’ professional liability insurance
coverage for over 550,000 nurses since 1976. Arizona Nurses Association (AzNA)
endorses the individual professional liability insurance policy administered through
NSO and underwritten by American Casualty Company of Reading, Pennsylvania, a
CNA company. Reproduction without permission of the publisher is prohibited. For
questions, send an e-mail to service@nso.com or call 1-800-247-1500. www.nso.com.
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The Gray Area Between Social Media and Privacy
Brenna J. Gingrich, Associate, Kent Law Group
Social Media engulfs our personal and professional
lives and the lines between the two are often illusory.
Although most nurses use social media with good
intentions, an inadvertent click of a button can cost a
nurse their professional livelihood. Today the escalated
use of social media is at an all-time high and the risk of
serious consequences for the nurse include losses of
work and licensure. Most violations of the rules stem from
innocent “communications” which leak the protected
information either verbally or in writing. We examine
the laws regarding privacy violations and illustrate both
fictional and true everyday examples.

Brenna J. Gingrich

CONFIDENTIALITY IS A BROAD CONCEPT
The core of the patient-nurse relationship is privacy and confidentiality, the
two terms are used synonymously but hold slightly different meanings. Privacy
is the right to control access to information pertaining to oneself and to control
the circumstances, timing and extent to which information may be disclosed.1 A
patient’s right to privacy means they can be free from unwanted intrusion. The
nurse has a duty to protect patient privacy. Confidentiality is the promise by the
nurse to keep information the patient tells us is secret. Without confidentiality,
patients lose faith in their caretaker and the system. Both concepts involve duties
to the patient and often require policies to ensure protection.
The laws and rules protecting patient privacy/confidentiality are rooted in the
Hippocratic Oath. Nurses are bound by the following bodies of rules and laws
as controlling the limits of privacy: (1) ANA Nurse Code of Ethics (2) Federal law
(3) State law (4) Administrative Law and (5) Employer Policies and Procedures.
Privacy Laws for nurses can be viewed though this funnel.
The top two privacy concerns are drilled into nurses throughout schooling
and their careers. First, the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN)
holds nurses have both ethical and legal obligations to maintain patient privacy
and confidentiality at all times.2 The Federal Law contains a nurse’s constitutional
rights allowing for the freedom of speech and the rights to hold a nursing
license. Federal Law also regulates and enforces HIPAA. HIPAA violations include
disclosures of patients’ names, geographic information, dates, medical record
identifiers, photographs (fingerprints, facial recognition) or any other unique
identifying characteristics.
STATE LAWS
State laws always vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In Arizona, a nurse could
be liable either civilly or criminally. Civil laws include defamation and invasion of
privacy. Under civil law, a provider’s electronic communication could be the basis
of civil or criminal misconduct including harassment, defamation or invasion of
privacy. A violation of criminal law could include assault.
Example: After work a nurse sends threating and harassing Facebook
Messenger to a co-worker. 3
Under state law, depending on the severity of the harassment this can rise to
the level of criminal charges. Additionally, failing to maintain professionalism,
including physical and emotional injury, may be a violation of the Arizona
Nurse Practice Act.4
REGULATORY AGENCY LAWS
Inappropriate use of electronic media can be reported to the State Board of
Nursing. Although there is no Arizona statue directly pertaining to social media
and communications, the following are considered “unprofessional conduct:”5
• Any conduct or practice that is or might be harmful or dangerous to the
health of a patient or the public;
 Intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional injury;6
 Failing to maintain professional boundaries and/or engaging in a dual
relationship with a patient, resident, or any family member of a patient or
resident; 7
• Committing an act that deceives, defrauds or harms the public;
• Being mentally incompetent or physically unsafe to a degree that is or might
be harmful or dangerous to the health of a patient or the public.
Example 1: “Meredith” a current patient finds Eli, the night nurse, on Facebook
and extends a friend request.
In Arizona, there are no specific statutes, policies or rules against accepting
social media friend requests from patients.8 However, the professional and
ethical boundaries should be maintained and no communication about the
patient-provider relationship should occur.
Example 2: On a day off at 11:00 p.m., Nurse Jackie posts photos of herself
drinking and heavily intoxicated. Her shift is at 6:00 a.m. the next day.
If a nurse attends work with effects of last night’s alcohol use still on board,
most State Regulatory Agencies find those actions put the public safety at risk,
thus violating the state statute. Remember, most states hold “Any conduct that
might be harmful to the health of the patient or public” is a violation of the law.
Additionally, in Arizona, anyone can make an anonymous complaint against a
nurse. If your social media presence is public anyone has the ability to access and
submit the information to the Board of Nursing.
OTHER REGULATIONS
Employer rules vary, however contact HR to see if your company has specific
social media policies and procedures. Furthermore, if you are a nursing student –

your school may have a code of
conduct which outlines specific
social media.
SOME QUICK TIPS:
1. Err on the side of caution
and although work is part
of your life, it is the part,
that under the law, must
remain private.
2. Consult
your
HR
representative or if you
are a student, review the
Student Code of Conduct
as each have unique guidelines for their facilities. If there are no specific
guidelines the legal and ethical obligations still apply.
3. Avoid social media communication with patients, make policies and
guidelines to monitor yourself.
4. View all posts and comments as if someone you highly respect is reading it.
CONCLUSION
Social media is a wonderful tool to connect with others. Allow social media to
harness meaningful connections within your personal and professional networks
while being cognizant of the overlap between your professional and personal
life. Be cautious of the gray area that blurs the ethical boundaries of nursing when
utilizing electronic media.
Website: www.klgaz.com
The content in this article is not intended to be used as specific legal advice
or opinions. The article is for informative purposes only and does not create an
attorney-client privilege; all recipients should seek appropriate legal advice to
their unique case.
See ANA Code of Ethics, 2018 Section 3.1
See NCBSN Nurses Guide to the Use of Social Media.
³ Fictional Scenario.
4
See A.A.C. R4-19-403.
5
The conduct can occur in or out of state. The entire list of “Unprofessional Conduct”
is listed in A.R.S. 32-1601(26).
6
A.A.C. R4-19-403.
7
Id.
8
However, Unprofessional Conduct includes the “failure to maintain professional boundaries
or engaging in a dual relationship that is avoidable.” See A.A.C. R4-19-403 (B)(3).
1
2
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Barbara Sattler, RN

So, What IS Climate Change?

Cara Cook, RN

At a recent nursing meeting I attended, I asked
nurses to pair up and role play the following: “Your
neighbor has just asked you - so what IS climate
change?”. Each nurse had to take a turn with a
partner and answer that question, as though she/
he were telling her neighbor the answer. After
completing the role play, I asked how many of
the nurses were able to answer that question
with a high level of confidence. Only about 10%
raised their hands. When I ask how many could
answer with reasonable confidence only another
10% raised their hands. How about you? Would
you feel confident answering the question?
What everyone discovered from this activity was
how unprepared many nurses are to talk about
what climate change is. Friends and family often
see nurses as educated and a source of science
information. While nurses are more familiar with
what climate change seems to be causing, such
as more extreme weather events, sea level rise,
and extensive wildfires, a large portion of us are
unable to explain what climate change is in simple
terms.

created substantially by human activities such
as transportation, energy production, industry,
cooking/heating, and agriculture.
These gases are called greenhouse gases
because they create the same warming effect as
a greenhouse does and are slowly warming the
earth – both the land and particularly the oceans.
In the process they are changing our climate.
Climate is distinguished from weather in that
weather is what occurs from day to day or week
to week, but climate is what occurs over longer
periods of time, month to month and year to year.

The process is a bit like what happens to your
car when you leave it outside in the sun with the
windows up. The sun’s rays heat the inside of the
car and that heat cannot adequately escape, so
the car heats up.

So here is a little primer:
The earth’s temperature has historically been
modulated by the sun’s rays beating down,
warming the land and water, and then radiating
heat back out beyond the earth’s atmosphere. This
process has kept the earth at a livable temperature
for humans and other lifeforms to flourish.

However, we now have a “blanket” of gases
that are surrounding the earth’ atmosphere, gases

Just as there is a small range of body
temperatures at which humans can be healthy, the
same is true for all species on earth. When human
temperatures rise from 98.6 to 100.4 degrees it
means the difference from feeling fine to having a
fever and not feeling well. When our temperatures
get even higher, we begin to see bodily system
distress and damage. What happens when the
earth has a fever?
As the earth warms, we are beginning to see
shifts in climate which are resulting in some

FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER
at our Globe, AZ location

Under the direction of the Chief Medical Officer, the Family Nurse Practitioner
(Board Certified), working within a patient centered care team, provides health care
services to clinic patients utilizing professional skills in providing diagnosis and treatment of acute
and chronic health problems along with preventative care focused on health risk factor reduction
within the scope of licensing, training, and privileging/credentialing. Provides care consistent with
medical best practices and the policies/procedures/protocols of the Agency.
Qualifications FNP: MSN and a graduate of an accredited Nurse Practitioner program with a
current and valid Arizona State license with prescribing authority. Have a Valid DEA number, must
be Board Certified. Ability to become credentialed with Canyonlands’ contracted health plans.
For more information, please contact HR at (928) 645-9675 ext. 5505.
Applications are required and are available at the Page Administration site at 827 Vista Ave. or on
line at www.canyonlandschc.org/. Resumes may be attached to the application, but will not be
accepted in lieu of a completed application. EOE. Successful completion of a background check and
drug screen is a prerequisite to employment. Applications are accepted until position is filled.
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areas seeing much more rain and others much
less, some colder winters, some hotter summers.
As we encounter more extreme heat days and
extended heat waves, we are going to see many
more heat-related illnesses and even deaths in
humans. People who work outside in agriculture,
utilities, construction, gas/oil, and many other
fields will be at higher risk for hyperthermia. And,
of course, extreme storms and wildfires have
been taking an enormous toll on human and
ecological health.
Changes to the earth’s climate can have
irreversible effects on plants, including our
agricultural food crops. Rising ocean temperatures
is affecting plankton which is the foundation
of the food chain for fish and sea mammals. An
estimated billion people are dependent on fish
as their main source of protein. In addition to
interrupting the world’s food supply, there are a
great many other health threats that are associated
with the changes we are seeing. For an extensive
list of how climate change affects human health,
visit https://bit.ly/2qNLNtW.
While there are some natural sources of
greenhouse gases, the ones that we have the most
capacity to reduce are those that are manmade.
As individuals we can assess our household’s
contribution to greenhouse gases by using a
“carbon footprint calculator”, such as this one
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency:
https://bit.ly/1XIc9pa. As nurses, we can help
promote climate healthy purchasing and practices
in our health care facilities, K – 12 schools, faithbased organizations, universities, and any other
settings in which we have influence.
The International Council of Nurses (which
ANA is a member of) announced its new position
statement on climate change in September 2018
and calls on all nurses to help address climate
change (see: https://www.icn.ch/sites/default/
files / inline -files / P S _ E _ Nurses _ climate% 2 0
change_health.pdf). It calls for us to heed the
scientific evidence which, in the case of climate
change, is abundant.
We must be able to talk about this issue with
a degree of confidence and we must engage
both individually and as a profession to advocate
for policies and practices that will decrease
greenhouse gas production from a wide range
of sources. The truth is climate change is a health
issue and that’s what we nurses are all about.
For more resources on climate change and
health, including nurse-focused guides and
webinars, visit the Alliance of Nurses for Healthy
Environments Climate and Health Toolkit:
climateandhealthtoolkit.org. To join our free
monthly calls on Climate Change and Nursing
please email the authors.
Barbara Sattler, RN, DrPH, FAAN, is a Professor,
University of San Francisco, bsattler@usfca.
edu. Cara Cook, MS, RN, AHN-BC is the Climate
Change Program Coordinator, Alliance of Nurses
for Healthy Environments, cara@enviRN.org.

Located Northeastern AZ

Ganado, AZ

Nursing Opportunities Available
• ER Department RN • Outpatient Clinic RN
• Community Health/Diabetes Program RN Supervisor
• Community Health/ Diabetes Program RN • Med/Tele Unit RN
Contact: Ernasha McIntosh, RN, BSN, DON at
928-755-4501 or ernasha.mcintosh@sagememorial.com.
Applications available at sagememorial.com/careers/
Send applications to Human Resources
Fax#: 928-755-4659, hr@sagememorial.com
The Navajo Health Foundation/Sage Memorial Hospital is a drug/alcohol free EOE/AA/Navajo Preference Employer
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New & Returning AzNA Members
December 2018 – February 2019

Anthem
Rebecca Moore
Elizabeth Smith

Nicole Spector
Marissa Thompson
Tracy Turina Johnson

Apahce Junction
Valerie MacphersonCollins

Cornville
Gail Rothstein

Avondale
Ashley Traines
Buckeye
Maria Arndt
Cave Creek
Stephanie Knoebel
Kelly Sharpe
Chandler
Lisa Alery
Laura Bennett
Laura Bulka
Lisa Courchesne
Vernon Dickman
Emily Ferreira
Carole Garrett
Jayne Koch
Caroline Maloney
Jennifer Mays
Tabitha McKinzie
Sheila Myers
Tram Nguyen
Thiennga Nguyen

Cottonwood
Marlene Vetrone
El Mirage
Eucharia Nwabichie
Flagstaff
Sheri Hiatt
Susanne Ignace
Mary Smith
Fountain Hills
Lois Dapaah
Robert Kangas
Gilbert
Mohamud Abdulle
Rebekah Barraza
Misty Beaver
Janet Boston
Allan Buenaventura
Adam Deshler
Brooklyn Elkan
Amber Gabler
Kristin Gurrola
Jennifer Iacovo

Janelle Ivie
Jennifer Jankowski
Jessica Lioi
Esther Ndegwa-Wanje
Jennifer Oday
Mia Grace Palugod
Donelle Quinn
Myung Skelton
Tammy Toguchi
Gale Walthall
Felecia Woods
Brooke Yale

Half Moon Bay, CA
Deborah Rodrigues

Lakeside
Barbara Stone

Heather Jones
Autumn Lemke
Amanda Paulus
Nancy Reed
Jeryl Savage
Karen Smith
Derleen SpenceOgilvie
Jamie Spencer
Kylie Starling
Veronica Vital
Donna Wadsworth

Glendale
Sharleen Ballance
Jill Lewis
Kevin Lowrey
Michelle Pinnick-Magel
Anthony Shaw
Crystal Weikel

Laveen
Robert Kalonick
Jodi Ostrom
Arlette Weber

Oro Valley
Pamela Fick
Nicole Low
Maureen Tuohy

Litchfield Park
Engle Tunstell

Paulden
Jj Becker

Golden Valley
Garret Walker

Marana
Anna Diola

Goodyear
Monica Bradley-Green
Karin Peters
Mary Storts

Maricopa
Melanie IsaacsMendelsohn
Lauren Shurson

Green Valley
Jennifer Meyer

Mesa
Ashley Cardwell
Anna-Marie Gass
Joanna Haller

Peoria
Denise Beuchat
Roy Evans
Margaret Ewald
Marsha Grobman
Fatma Gulser
Jessica Jordan
Stacy Lemoine
Christine Long

Humboldt
Ashly Thomas
Kingman
Leanne Lobue
Christopher Walsh

Phoenix
Breanna Adams

Yuri Arnold
Stephanie Barendt
Melanie Barr
Violeta Brito Toledo
Heidi Buller
Jill Byrd
Martha Carey-Lee
Valerie Carli
Jessika Casey
Mihaela Coman
Victoria Cruise
Latanya Darden
Stephanie Dickson
Linda Duong
Casey Duprey
Josie Feldman
Bridget Gessel
Caitlin Greiner
Alexis Hall
Paula Hoover
Krisanne Hudson
Kyle Johnson
Julie Jones
Candice Larson
Joanne Leahy
Candi Lewis
Georgina Luna
Anju Mathai
Brooklyn Matthews
David Murray
New & Returning Members
continued on page 12

n Milk is nutrient-rich, with nine essential nutrients. It is the
#1 food source of three of the four nutrients the 2010 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans (DGA) identify as falling short in the diets of both children and adults –
calcium, potassium and vitamin D.
n Motivate parents to be role models. Parents are important
influences on children’s behavior, including eating right and being physically active.
So encourage them to eat fruits and vegetables and drink milk. Their actions
speak louder than words.
n The DGA recommends low-fat or fat-free milk and milk products daily
● 3 cups for 9 years or older
● 2 1/2 cups for 4-8 year olds
By the age of 4
children do not consume the
● 2 cups for 2-3 year olds

recommended number of
servings from the Dairy Group

“The Nutrition Education People”

www.arizonamilk.org
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Because of AzNA
nurses can say YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

there is a strong state-wide
voice for nursing
nurses influence laws, rules
and Scope of Practice
collaboration on the local
and national level
promotion of a healthy
Arizona
nationally accredited
continuing education
nurses have access to
mentors and role models

www.aznurse.org
New & Returning Members
continued from page 11

Rosine Oriabure
Kelly Paubel
Andrew Radau
Melissa Redondo
Erin Robinson
Lucky Robinson
Megan Rogel
Shelby Rojas
Nicole Shannon
Lisa Sikora
Ryan Smith
Carissa Taube
Letha Thomas
Kate Thongtrangan
Tammy Tyree
Prescott
Joan Malone
Nancy Rosales

Queen Creek
Lori Alvarado
Doreen Conner
Betty Yurgel
Rimrock
Naya Otto
Safford
Kim Squire
Sahuarita
Deana Gil
Georgina Rotzler
San Luis
Silvia Ortega
San Tan Valley
Katherine Fleury
Scottsdale
Kayleen Byers

Jacque Cushard
Sarah Dale
Leah Emami
Ashley Medl
Cathleen Rhodes
Sabra Shoemake
Erin Tharalson
Jennine Wills

Sedona
Sue McWilliams
Show Low
Melinda Klug
Jennette Larsen

Janice Beels
Nicole Hill
Mary Jo Jerde
Patricia Knutesen
Rosie Moses
Kelly Twilling

Snowflake
Patricia Forst

Tolleson
Krystal Iglesia Agot

Marie McDermott
Rebekah Miller
Rachel Myers
Shannon Pearlman
Tracy Ramirez
Celina Sanchez
Donna Sweeney
Carla Transue
Lorraine Varela-Herrera

Springerville
Rebecca Burton

Tuba City
Rachel Dye

Vail
Terri Ondrejka

Sun City
Judith Abell

Tucson
Claire Bethel
Terese Briggs-Klee
Roy Dong
Laura Elliott
Fuanjia Fuangunyi
Sharon Gala
Tiffany Gonzales
Ashley Hockins
Deborah Hotep
Jessica Hunter
Kelsey Ingram
Elaine Kay
Candace Lamonaca
Mary Leon
Donna McArthur
Karen Mcbean

Waddell
Rachel Ortiz
Wendy Ortiz

Surprise
Caroline Foundation
Rhonda Hornstein
Nicole King
Mike Kramer
Jennifer Lindsey
Susan Mitchell-Block
Rachel Penning
Robyn Powell
Cami Spangler
Leticia Suarez
Tempe
Lisa Alanis-Hartle

Whiteriver
Shawna Ziadah
Winslow
Natasha Richardson
Yuma
Susan Carslay
Iris Davis
Omon Isiramen
Yesenia Olaiz
Tamera Tyree
Christina Wilmas

April, May, June 2019
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AzNA’s Superstars
Happy Anniversary to our dedicated
AzNA members celebrating these special
milestones for this past quarter:
December 2018 – January 2019
5-Year Members
Gerald Abastillas
Judy Acosta
Rita Anderson
Patrice Augustyniak
Bonny Block-Lutterloh
Annette Bunn
Lillian Chang
Wanda Clemons
Jan Dougherty
Kristie Flamm
Kristine Froelich
Deb Gorombei
Heather Healy
Karena Herron
Gail Hock
Lisa Hughes
Joy Kiviat
Amelia Lo
Nicole Lyons
Kathleen Matson
Wayne McIntosh
Kathleen Mead
Gloria Perez
Jennifer Schafer
Carol Williams
Amber Wilson
Betty Yurgel
10-Year Members
Geri Bennett
Dawna Cato
Lori Gutierrez
Gloria Hager
Laurie Priebe
Alison Rao
Sherry Ray
Christine Pasquet
Tammy Smith

15-Year Members
Mary Little
Marylyn McEwen
Amy McLean
Elizabeth Shapiro
Katherine Windsor
Sheryl Wyneken
20-Year Members
Gloria Acosta
Christine Armenta
Darrell Bowles
Paula Fitzgerald Smith
Kathy Player
25+-Year Members
Sue Adams
Jan Atwood
Selina Bliss
Susan Brown
Nancy Cisar
Sally Doshier
Barbara Durand
Imogene Eide
Teddylen Guffey
Brenda Hosley
Jeanette Kline
Jo Knell
Judith McNabb
Barbara Miller
Mary Moreno
Jessie Pergrin
Amelia Powers
Nelma Shearer
Gladys Sorensen
Suzanne Van Ort
Barbara Wiles

emergency
department
manager
TOHONO O’ODHAM NATION HEALTH CARE

IS NOW RECRUITING!
SELLS HOSPITAL – SELLS, AZ:
• Nurse Practitioner
• Public Health Nurse
• Clinical Nurse (Inpatient)
• Infection Control Nurse
• Utilization Review Nurse
• Clinical Nurse (Emergency)

SAN XAVIER CLINIC – TUCSON, AZ
• Nurse Case Manager

For more info, contact Jennifer Urquides:
520-383-6540, x 12724
Jennifer.Urquides@tonation-nsn.gov
Visit our Website:
http://www.tonation-nsn.gov Follow the
“Employment” link and click on “Health Care
Opportunities”

Ask us about our competitive benefits!

- douglas

Copper Queen Community Hospital has an excellent
opportunity in beautiful Douglas, Arizona for a dedicated ED
Manager to lead a stand-alone Emergency Department. Our
Quick Care, Douglas Clinic and Rehab Services are included
on the same campus.
Reporting to the Chief Nursing Officer/Director of Patient
Care Services for a thriving and growing critical access hospital
designated organization, the professional we select for this vital
role will have 24 hour accountability for all activities affecting
patient care within the Emergency Department.
REQUIREMENTS: Active and good standing Arizona RN
licensure with BSN (or presently in active status of pursuit of
degree), Master’s preferred, 2-5 years of Emergency Department
clinical nursing. Demonstrated competence in emergency
management of patients across the age spectrum with current
certification in ACLS, PALS and CPR. Must be in possession of
or actively seeking CEN Certification and/or advanced trauma
training.
BENEFITS: Free medical for you and your family; competitive
salary and dynamic work environment.
EMAIL YOUR RESUME TO:
Elyse Rodriquez
erodriquez@cqch.org or call 520-432-6481
www.cqch.org
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Two Year Anniversary Members
December 2018 – February 2019

Anthem
Karen Windsor
Avondale
Vernadine Begay
Buckeye
Jennifer Beaupre
Bullhead City
Terry Coyle
Jennifer Jack
Chandler
Donna Cherkasky
Michelle Davis
El Paso, TX
Lonnie Morgan
Flagstaff
Norria Brice
Fort Defiance
Angela Walters
Gilbert
Veronica Acker
Anita Esquer
Hazel Hofer
Diann Irving-Crews
Rebecca Reeser
Kelly Schaefer
Kimberli Spencer
Glendale
Rhiannon Dysart
Timothy Gavia
Maren Gavia
Goodyear
Janet Pohl
Lakeside
Carol Stewart
Los Angeles, CA
Tania Ramirez

Marana
Gloria Bao
Anna Hustin
Maricopa
Joey Walker
Mesa
Chelsea Brennan
Janet Daly
Lauri Hill
Erika Jones
Sarah Lindstrom
Gwendolyn Metz
Evangeline Sabado
Derek Williams
Oro Valley
Beth Taylor
Peoria
Veronica Gasper
Karen Michael
Phoenix
Jennifer Banchik
Heather Bollman
Jennifer DunawayYbarra
Ashleigh Gerhardt
Lindsay Hager
Petra Keil-Wilson
Claudette Madder
Latanya Mathis
Kenneth Oja
Dillon Powers
Sarah Thompson
Michelle Trautman
Pine
Lynne Vigil
Prescott
Sandy Klinikowski
Stephanie Scovill
Queen Creek
Nicholas John Freitas

Safford
Pamela Palka
San Diego, CA
Carol Clarkson
San Tan Valley
Mykaila Hartman
Scottsdale
Nancy Czachorowski
Margaret Hauer
Jaime Hincapie
Sun City West
Donna Byron
Surprise
Earl Clarke
Lauren Harrell
Deborah Hudson-Platt
Tempe
Brenda Ray Yanez
Tolleson
Bertie Estrada
Reginald Harrell
Tuba City
Samantha Primera
Tucson
Johnice Barajas
Susan Castillo
Terri Farmer
Lisa Kiser
Carol Morales
Kori Spencer
Maria Criselda Tablizo
Westford, MA
James Seiler III
Yuma
Jenni Welch

Reinvigorate

your passion for Nursing.

We’re Looking for the best!
Now Hiring Full-Time, Float &
Per Diem Experienced RNs

Sign-On Bonuses May Be Available for Core Positions!
Jobs.northwestmedicalcenter.com
Jobs.orovalleyhospital.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer/VEVRAA
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Recognize Outstanding Nurses

In Memorium

Remembering
Bertha Sepulveda

One of the greatest honors is to be recognized by peers and experts for the
outstanding quality of work and contributions that are made.
The Arizona Nurses Association provides this opportunity for such recognition at
the 2019 Centennial Convention.

The nursing community
recently lost an
extraordinary professional
and
friend.
Bertha
Sepulveda, RN joined
her ancestors in Heaven
on February 18, 2019.
She will be remembered
for her humanitarian
endeavors, her
compassion as a nurse, her
generosity and caring as a
friend, her wisdom as a mentor
to nurses and nursing students,
and her dedication and love for her family.
Bertha was the co-founder of The National
Association of Hispanic Nurses (NAHN)-Phoenix
Chapter (1991). Over the years, the organization
has grown to over 200 members. Bertha stayed
very involved in the work of the association up
until the week of her passing. This work included
community health fairs, representation on various
boards and committees, student scholarship
programs, networking, promoting the nursing
profession and enhancing professional and
leadership opportunities for Hispanic nurses.
In 2004 Bertha created and managed the
Enfermeras En Escalera (Nurses on a Ladder)
program at Mesa Community College. This
program offered nurses educated in Latin American
countries a fast-track of courses toward licensure as
registered nurses in the United States.
In 2009, Bertha was named Hispanic Nurse
of the year 2009 by the National Association of
Hispanic Nurses. In 2012 Bertha was awarded
Profiles of Success by the National Association
of Hispanic Nurses, Phoenix Chapter. A nursing
scholarship was created in her name.
Most recently, Bertha was instrumentatal in the
affiliation agreement between NAHN-Phoenix
Chapter and the Arizona Nurses Association
(AZNA). This affiliation will address the needs of
NAHN, identify legislation that impacts nursing,
and explore initiatives and partnerships.
Donations can be made to the National
Association of Hispanic Nurses – Bertha Sepulveda
Memorial Fund, a fund for scholarships for nursing
students: www.nahn-phx.org.

Award Categories

• The Rory Hays Advocacy Award is presented to an AzNA member for significant contributions
to nursing practice and health policy through political and legislative activity.
• The Florence Nightingale Practice Award is presented to an AzNA member who has
demonstrated professional career commitment in the area(s) of quality, caring, service,
dedication or innovation.
• AzNA Life Membership Award is presented to no more than two members to receive life
membership each biennium. AzNA members may recommend a nurse who has rendered
distinguished service or valuable assistance to the nursing profession for life membership. Life
members pay no dues.

Deadline to submit July 1, 2019
There are so many outstanding nurses to be recognized for their commitment.
Please take a few minutes to nominate a nurse that deserves this recognition.
Nomination Form and More Information can be found at www.aznurse.org/page/2019Awards

Denise Link (right) is awarded the 2018 Rory Hays Advocacy Award at the AzNA Convention in
September 2018. The award is presented by Rory Hays herself (center) and Robin Schaeffer (left),
Executive Director of AzNA.

•
•
•
•
•

Clinical Nurse (5 positions)
Clinical Nurse (part-time)
Clinical Care Coordinator
VA Clinical Care Coordinator
Public Health Nurses (4 positions)

